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Containers Lost Overboard off NSW Coast

Patricks Port Botany Closure 

Containers Lost Overboard off NSW

Coast
Stockwell International has received notice that on Sunday the 24th of May 40 shipping containers have

been lost overboard off the cost of NSW.

The vessel APL England lost propulsion and rolled during heavy seas whilst traveling from China to

Australia. Approximately 74 containers have also been damaged. 

Stockwell International is yet to confirm what containers were lost overboard, but will update as the

investigation continues. 

Please feel free to discuss any of your concerns with your Stockwells representative via email or call on

1300 786 468.

Patricks Port Botany Closure 
Dear Customer,

Patricks Port Botany have issued a notice advising the terminal has a  planned stoppage on Thursday 28th

of May. The closure is scheduled from 6.00am for an expected 12 hour duration.  Landside operations will

not be available during this time.

The closure has been scheduled for repairs to pavement and infrastructure. 

A Stockwells customer service representative will be contacting affected clients regarding specific

containers impacted by this closure.

Please feel free to discuss any of your concerns with your Stockwells representative via email or call on

1300 786 468.
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Customer Feedback 

If you have any issues you would like to resolve or feedback in general, good or bad, please send an email

to feedback@stockwells.com.au . This goes directly to Angela Gambell (Director) for immediate action.
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